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Exploring adaptations to climate change with stakeholders: a participatory method to design grassland-based farming systems

Marion Sautier, Mathilde Piquet, Michel Duru, Roger Martin-Clouaire

Abstract: Research is expected to produce knowledge, methods and tools to enhance stakeholders' adaptive capacity by helping them to anticipate and cope with the effects of climate change at their own level. Farmers face substantial challenges from climate change, from changes in the average temperatures and the precipitation regime to an increased variability of weather conditions and the frequency of extreme events. Such changes can have dramatic consequences for many types of agricultural production systems such as grassland-based livestock systems for which climate change influences the seasonality and productivity of fodder production. We present a participatory design method called FARMORE (FARM-Oriented REdesign) that allows farmers to design and evaluate adaptations of livestock systems to future climatic conditions. It explicitly considers three climate features in the design and evaluation processes: climate change, climate variability and the limited predictability of weather. FARMORE consists of a sequence of three workshops for which a pre-existing game-like platform was adapted. Various year-round forage production and animal feeding requirements must be assembled by participants with a computerized support system. In workshop 1, farmers aim to produce a configuration that satisfies an average future weather scenario. They refine or revise the previous configuration by considering a sample of the between-year variability of weather in workshop 2. In workshop 3, they explicitly take the limited predictability of weather into account. We present the practical aspects of the method based on four case studies involving twelve farmers from Aveyron (France), and illustrate it through an in-depth description of one of these case studies with three dairy farmers. The case studies shows and discusses how workshop sequencing (1) supports a design process that progressively accommodates complexity of real management contexts by enlarging considerations of climate change to climate variability and low weather predictability, and (2) increases the credibility and salience of the design method. Further enhancements of the method are outlined, especially the selection of pertinent weather scenarios.
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1 Introduction

Agricultural sustainability is facing substantial challenges from climate change. The variability of weather conditions and the frequency of extreme events are forecasted to increase along with changes in the mean of climatic variables (Seneviratne et al., 2012). Such changes can have dramatic consequences for many types of agricultural production systems such as grassland-based livestock systems for which climate change influences the seasonality and productivity of fodder production. Since climate change is a continuous process, responses based on current situations will likely become increasingly inappropriate over time. In this context, research is expected to produce knowledge, methods and tools to help farmers anticipate and cope with the effects of climate change on their systems.

Designing farming systems adapted to climate change should be conducted at the farm or enterprise scale to match the scale at which the farmer makes his/her decisions (Rodriguez et al., 2011). Methods that primarily rely on dynamic simulation models often fail to address this problem because of the complex relations between climatic, biophysical and management variables, which induce either oversimplification or loss of intelligibility and credibility of the models. Moreover, since adaptations are most often site-specific, it is necessary to develop a deep understanding of the system under study (Duru et al., 2015).

The design process must offer farmers the possibility to consider their own situations and use their knowledge and skills to generate salient, legitimate and credible responses (Cash et al., 2003). This could be facilitated through participatory workshops with scientists and farmers, since they constitute a privileged space for discussion and knowledge sharing, particularly around system adaptation to climate change (Bartels et al., 2013; Voinov and Bousquet, 2010). In participatory processes, participants are invited to cooperate in solving a problem by mobilizing their own experiences and skills in facilitated workshops. Basically, farmers, as managers of natural resources, have experiential knowledge, which is more focused and pragmatic than scientific knowledge and often supports a better understanding of system functioning and management risks (Fazey et al., 2006).

Existing methods to design farming systems are focused on gradual changes in mean climatic variables and, possibly, on risks related to extreme events. Although adaptation to climate change must include adaptation to climate variability (Smit et al., 2000), most current studies on farming system adaptation to climate change have been performed without considering climate variability (Estrada et al., 2011) and have probably underestimated the full impacts of climate change (Thornton et al., 2014). In such methods climate is regarded through sets of scenarios, each conveying a contextual perspective over several decades (typically 30 years). Scenarios may also be communicated through a virtual average climatic year (e.g. Martin et al., 2011a) or a succession of a few years (e.g. Lamarque et al., 2013), since yearly scenarios are usually easier to understand (Lamarque et al., 2013). In addition, these methods fail to take into account the system management impact of the limited predictability of weather since they assume full knowledge of the weather over the temporal horizon of interest. Consequently, the system designed may lack robustness because it is not accompanied with fine-grained adaptations that could deal with peculiarities of a specific year and cope with a large enough range of weather-induced situations and operational conditions.

With awareness of the above deficiencies, we present a three-stage participatory method, called FARMORE (for FARM-Oriented REdesign) that enhances the creativity of participants in designing grassland-based systems adapted to new climatic conditions. The method is tailored to allow farmers to practically assess consequences of climate change on grassland-based livestock systems and immediately estimate the worth of adaptations generated. The entire process enables simultaneous communication about climate change and its consequences to farmers at the farm level and engages them in the adaptation process. It consists of a sequence of three workshops (W) for which we adapted a pre-existing game-like platform (“Forage Rummy” - Rami fourrager®; Martin et al. (2011a)).

Our design method has four original features: (1) it explicitly considers climate change, climate variability and the limited predictability of weather; (2) it breaks down the design effort into sequential steps, which is a way to keep the problem tractable, generate more robust solutions and increase the realism of the constraints considered in design process; (3) it uses dynamic simulation models to evaluate adaptation options in an innovative way, since no simulation is run during the design process, to avoid the black box effect, and (4) it considers the complexity of a livestock system in
terms of the diversity of forage resources, animal herds and management options. This article focuses on the methodological aspects underlying our design method more than the designed systems that may be constructed with this method.

2 FARMORE: a sequential participatory design method

2.1 The Forage Rummy background

The method FARMORE draws on the use of a game-based design method called Forage Rummy (FR) (Martin et al., 2011a). FR aims to design livestock farming systems that are consistent with a selected combination of farmer’s objectives (e.g. forage self-sufficiency) and production contexts (e.g. frequency and magnitude of extreme climatic events, doubling of fuel price). The design task takes place in a participatory workshop involving a group of farmers and one agent (extension agent or researcher) who acts as a facilitator. FR allows addressing complex issues at the farm level such as forage self-sufficiency, change in the grazing:cutting ratio of grasslands on the farm or climate extremes. As identified by the creators of the game, FR workshops benefit farmers and extension agents in different ways (Martin et al., 2011a; Piquet et al., 2013). Farmers can virtually test alternative land-use, livestock-management, feeding and forage-management policies. They can also assess the robustness of their system to a certain climatic or socioeconomic context. Extension agents can elicit farmer practices more easily than during an interview and then provide more relevant advice. It also helps extension agents in building trust with farmers. A list of selected materials to better understand FR (articles, video and game box) is provided in the supplementary material.

FR relies on a number of intermediary objects that put relevant pieces of scientific knowledge in a tractable form for the design task (Figure 1). They are:

- a temporally-structured game board that represents the farming system. The upper part of the board is dedicated to the farmland area (with “forage sticks”). The lower part represents feeding requirements and practices (animal cards and diet cards). The year is divided into 13 four-week periods.
- forage sticks, each describing a specific forage crop and its year-round management and productivity. Each stick indicates corresponding accessible forage yield in kilograms or tons per hectare and per four-week period across the calendar year for a given weather scenario (also called climatic year).
- animal cards, each with characteristics of a representative animal for each herd subgroup (e.g. breed, age) and the associated management practices (e.g. calving date, expected productivity level). Up to 3 herd subgroups can be represented.
- diet cards, each corresponding to a type of feed (e.g. grazed herbage). Participants use them to specify the type of diet assigned to one herd subgroup over a four-week period by selecting one or several diet cards (e.g. 100% maize silage versus maize silage mixed with grazed herbage).

With the support of a facilitator, up to four farmers can collectively play FR, which consists of combining these objects to develop a virtual configuration of the farming system: land use (types of forage crops and grasslands with associated surface areas and management practices), herd subgroups (size, production target), and subgroup diets throughout the year in a given economic and climatic year. The consistency of the farming system (e.g. the ratio of forage supply to consumption, the technical feasibility) is assessed at any time during the game by participants’ opinions and a forage supply-consumption balance model embedded in an evaluation spreadsheet. The evaluation spreadsheet summarizes the system’s performance at both four-week and annual scales. Workload, social acceptability and economic performance of the system designed are discussed informally among participants.
2.2 Sequential design

The FARMORE method required modifications of certain aspects of the original FR to better represent climate variability. We structured our design method on a sequence of three workshops (W1 to W3), each using a modified version of the Forage Rummy and a chosen climate scenario. This way at least three well-chosen climatic years are studied, allowing participants to consider several climatic years. We changed the time step to one week and added the ability to explicitly represent the location of the grazing herd to allow for finer changes in grazing management than with the original FR. Adaptation of a grassland-based livestock farming system to climate variability and efficient grazing management mainly rely on weekly changes, such as in stocking rate, especially when herbage growth is high in spring. Finally, we added the ability to progressively reveal the weather scenario (e.g. by four-week periods) to force participants to manage risk and uncertainty when designing the farming system. An annotated photograph of the board game under these settings is provided in the supplementary material. The evaluation spreadsheet (in French) is available upon request.

Farmers deal with average climate change in W1, with an initial sample of future climate variability (a climatic year within a category of frequent years) in W2 and with the limited predictability of weather and a second sample of future climate variability (another climatic year) in W3. The features of the climatic situations considered in W2 and W3 are an open choice. The climatic situation considered in W2 is taken from a frequent climatic year, whereas that considered in W3 can be taken either from frequent or extreme climatic years. Choosing a frequent climatic year in W3 enables participants to evaluate whether the system is adapted to future climate under realistic management (incomplete information, irreversible decisions). Conversely, choosing an extreme year in W3 enables participants to evaluate the adaptive capacity of the system to cope with extreme climatic hazards under the same realistic management constraints. In either case, participants are informed about the nature (extreme or not) of the climatic year scenario by the end of the workshop. At the end of the three workshops, participants will have designed a farming system adapted to three weather scenarios of the future climate.

In W1, farmers aim to design a livestock system adapted to an average future climatic year for the studied period. First, they use the game for a well-known scenario to become familiar with its principles. Here, they have to design a farming system adapted to the current average climatic year (climatic reference situation). Only afterwards can the participants engage in designing a system adapted to an average future climatic year. They can change any component of the original livestock system. They decide if the strategy of the livestock system, such as production objectives, land use and the size of the system, needs to be revised. This workshop uses a classic FR setting: the entire climatic year is revealed at the beginning of the workshop, the temporal resolution is four weeks, and the on-farm location of animals is ignored. The evaluation spreadsheet displays information at both
four-week and annual scales (Table 1). At the end of the workshop, participants would know how to play and should have an overall idea about future weather conditions under climate change, its consequences on forage resources at their local level and possible adaptations on a strategic level.

In W2, farmers aim to test and, if necessary, increase the robustness of the system designed in W1. Strategic choices (e.g. number of animals, land-use, hay stock at the beginning of the year) made in the system might be reconsidered. The purpose is to achieve a farming system that is adapted to a type of year considered frequent in a future climate. The main changes expected in the system concern tactical choices (e.g. turnout to grazing, area harvested). Participants address the following questions: “Does the original system still work in weather scenarios that are likely in the future? If not, what tactical adaptations can be made? Do strategic choices have to be reconsidered?” For this, the system must be represented more finely at the temporal and spatial level than it was in W1; FR is no longer adapted to this end. FARMORE relies on a reframed version of FR with the temporal resolution decreased to one week and in which herd movement between grasslands is explicitly considered, which makes it possible to calculate more accurately the forage available to feed animals. Here, the evaluation spreadsheet displays information at both one-week and annual scales. W2 allows participants to become familiar with FARMORE while reconsidering the system. By considering a frequent year of future climate conditions, participants enrich their representation of climate change and their knowledge of possible consequences on forage resources and of possible adaptations.

In W3, farmers aim to refine the system designed in the previous workshops and, if necessary, make it more adaptive to weather conditions as they occur. The workshop creates a realistic management situation, in which future weather has limited predictability, except for short time windows. The system is no longer designed but is tested under weather uncertainty. To achieve this, the climatic year is revealed progressively in four-week periods, and the system is examined each week. Estimates of the system’s annual performance are displayed at the end of the workshop. The climatic year is not revealed in shorter periods to keep the workshop duration under two hours. Participants must consider actions that would make the system viable regardless of the weather in the next period. Only tactical adaptations are performed in this step. After W3, farmers will have tested the method, designed a system adapted to future average climate conditions, refined or reconsidered it under a frequent future climatic year and tested it under realistic management conditions (i.e. limited weather predictability, weekly decisions, herd movement).
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Workshop 1</th>
<th>Workshop 2</th>
<th>Workshop 3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Design objective</strong></td>
<td>Configuration of a balanced system</td>
<td>Make system robust in the face of variability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Weather scenario</strong></td>
<td>a. Average past climatic year</td>
<td>Future variability (sample 1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Type of adaptation</strong></td>
<td>Strategic choices (goals, size, land use)</td>
<td>Tactical adaptations (turnout date, diet, forage stock size)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Version of Forage Rummy</strong></td>
<td>Original</td>
<td>Reframed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Grazing management</strong></td>
<td>All grazing plots considered as a whole</td>
<td>Grazing plots considered individually</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Display of climate scenario</strong></td>
<td>For the entire year</td>
<td>For the entire year</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Output</strong></td>
<td>System adapted to average change</td>
<td>System adapted to average change and a sample of weather variability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Outcomes</strong></td>
<td>Participants put the method and the facilitators to the test Group building</td>
<td>Enriched representation of climate change, its impacts and possible adaptations Group building</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3 Practical use of the method: an example

We applied our method to four case studies (dairy or beef systems located in uplands or valleys) in Aveyron, France, with a total of twelve participating farmers (see Sautier, 2013). At the end of each workshop, a questionnaire combining open- and closed-ended questions was distributed to participants. The survey focused on (1) participants’ expectations for the workshop; (2) workshop outcomes, highlights and weaknesses; and (3) ergonomics of the game and facilitation of the workshop.

In this section we present the general principles of the practical use of the method based on the four case studies and illustrate the method by further developing one of the case studies, which involved three dairy farmers from the mountainous Aubrac region of the Massif Central (France). Farming systems in Aubrac are mainly livestock systems located from 900-1300 m in elevation. From 1979-2009, average annual rainfall was 1400 mm and average annual effective rainfall was 700 mm. Permanent and temporary grasslands including summer pastures cover more than 90% of farmland in the region, and most farmers are prohibited from feeding animals silage (grass or maize) due to their contractual agreements to conform to quality-label specifications. Full grazing is performed from May to November. Dairy herds in this area consist mainly of cows of the Simmental breed. In 2010, the average utilized agricultural area of a farm in Aubrac was 80 ha (Agreste, 2010).

None of the three farmers participated in all of the workshops (i.e. two farmers in each workshop). The workshops were held in March 2013, with W2 and W3 held on the same day. Each workshop required about two hours. They involved two facilitators who managed group dynamics and ensured that the workshops ran on time. One facilitator was in charge of real-time manipulation of the evaluation spreadsheet.

3.1 Preparing the workshops

The intermediary objects necessary for the workshops include material representing:

- the specific weather under study, using indicators familiar to farmers (charts of daily average temperature, four-week rainfall, daily soil moisture and daily herbage growth)
- the farm structure, its management and performance (game board, card representing herd management and feeding, forage sticks and evaluation spreadsheet)
- the impact of the specific weather scenario on forage resources (forage sticks).

Preferably, but not necessarily, the facilitators prepare the workshops. In our example, two research staffs prepared and facilitated the workshops.

The time needed to prepare the workshops depends on the number of climatic years and forage sticks considered. It is roughly one day per climatic year (when using 20 forage sticks) for a skilled person once the data have been gathered (i.e. weather data and scenario, grassland types, soil properties, farming practices). Thus, two days are needed to prepare W1, and one day each for W2 and W3. Each workshop lasts 2 hours.

3.1.1 Choice and use of the weather scenarios

Four weather scenarios are used in the FARMORE method, one representing past climate conditions and three representing future climate conditions, with a time horizon depending on the project. The weather data come either from past real data sets or from simulations of future climate (Table 2).

The annual weather series are presented to participants with three intermediary objects that are explained and discussed at the beginning of the workshop and then left on the game board. Three charts represent data from 1 January to 31 December:

- Chart 1: daily average temperature and available soil water in shallow and deep soils, which are two key factors for plant growth
- Chart 2: cumulative rainfall in four-week periods which can be used as an indicator of soil bearing capacity. Annual cumulative rainfall is also specified
- Chart 3: herbage growth profile of a grazed permanent grassland common in the study area that provides an overview of weather impact on herbage growth. One profile is provided for each weather scenario: current average (W1), future average (W1), and the two specific years under study (W2 and W3).
The charts used for our case study are included in the supplementary material.

We constructed or selected the climatic years used during the workshops based on data from:
- a 12.5 km × 12.5 km grid of weather data from 1980-2009 from Météo France for reference years
- climate simulations of the IPCC A1B SRES scenario by the ARPEGE-climate model (Déqué et al., 1994) that were statistically downscaled (8 × 8 km) using the Boé method based on weather-typing (Pagé et al., 2008) for future years (2070-2100).

For W2 we chose a “favorable but challenging” climatic year with higher annual forage availability (+19%), a later spring and an earlier summer and winter than the future average year. For W3, we chose an “unfavorable and infrequent” climatic year with lower annual forage availability (-48%), an earlier spring and summer and a later winter than the future average year. More detailed information about the construction and characteristics of weather scenarios is provided in the supplementary material.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 2: Description of the climatic years used in the practical illustration of the method: climate dataset and weather scenario used, annual herbage surplus or excess compared the current average climatic year and general characteristics of the year used in each workshop</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Workshop 1</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Climate dataset</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. IPCC A1B SRES for 2070-2100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weather scenario</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Annual herbage surplus or excess</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% difference compared the current average climatic year</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. +27%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Characteristics of the year</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a: according to seasonal-scale exposure indicators developed by Sautier et al. (2013b), calculated without changing the parameters and with the 1980-2009 reference period.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 3.1.2 Collection and use of information about local livestock systems

Information about local grasslands, crop types, farming practices and soil properties is collected from farmers and extension agents to produce animal cards, diet cards, forage sticks and charts of daily available soil water tailored to the study area. Information about breeding type(s) and herd-management practices (e.g. calving practices, first calving age and production level – meat or milk) are used to produce animal cards. Information about plant-type composition and associated management practices (i.e. fertilization, irrigation, grazing management or cutting policy) are used together with climate scenarios (see below) to produce forage sticks. Soil available water capacity is used to produce both forage sticks and charts of daily available water (supplementary material). The information is collected by interviewing either an expert on local livestock farming systems or several local farmers about their own practices. For the current weather scenario (W1), forage sticks are developed using crop models; agricultural consultants and/or farmers can provide feedback about model predictions. For the future weather scenario (W1, W2, and W3), crop models should represent the stimulating effect of increased atmospheric carbon dioxide concentration on radiation-use efficiency.

In our example, information was collected by interviewing four Aubrac dairy farmers (three of them participated later in the workshops). The forage sticks were created by running simulations that responded to the chosen weather scenario and various strategies for the forage resource. Grasslands were simulated with the HerbSim model modified by Martin et al. (2011b). Radiation-use efficiency
increased by 18% in simulations of future scenarios representing the carbon dioxide fertilization effect according to the Oliso et al. (2010) model for the Bern-CC model under the "high CO2" parameterization hypothesis (IPCC 2001). Details about the information collected about local livestock systems and the associated intermediary objects are provided in the supplementary material.

3.2 Participatory design in action

3.2.1 Initial discussion to imagine options for testing
At the beginning of W1, W2, and W3 the facilitators present or remind participants of the overall objective of the method and the three-stage process. They indicate which stage they are in the workshop series and detail the workshop’s goal, the tool used and its rules. Then, in W1, the facilitators present the game components and how to use them. In W2 and W3, the facilitators present the system designed during the last workshop and summarize the discussions that occurred. Finally, in W1 and W2, the facilitators present the climatic year under study.

Once the workshop is introduced, participants are invited to discuss which system or adaptation should be represented on the board. The discussion allows a group dynamic to be established, building trust among participants and between participants and facilitators. Participants can ask facilitators for explanations about the climate data and the charts. Facilitators and participants can ask about the motivations underlying any adaptation option suggested.

In W1, participants first have to agree on which system to represent for the current climate, which could be one suggested by a participant or a virtual one. This first collective decision is made under climatic and local constraints with which participants are very familiar. Participants then become comfortable when supporting ideas and explaining rationales for farming practices they might suggest. They only have to manage how a real system can be represented on the board. At this moment, the discussion allows participants to describe their own practices. In our example, participants chose to reproduce a typical farming system in the area.

When dealing with the future average climatic years (W1) or a sample of future climate conditions (W2), participants first discuss potential adaptations only by looking at the different climate charts, including the one representing the consequences for grass growth. The corresponding forage sticks and spreadsheet results are kept hidden. The board is not used at this stage.

In the four case studies, participants in W1 compared the future profile of grass growth to the current profile to suggest a change in grazing dates, to estimate hay requirements during summer or to determine whether hay production would be higher or lower than in the past. Frost, snow or weight-bearing limitations were considered based on temperature, rainfall and soil water capacity charts.

3.2.2 Implementing and evaluating design options
Participants then implement and assess the adaptations selected on the game board. In our example, the spreadsheet allowed checking the amount of forage needed or in surplus for each period and at the end of the year. Depending on the result, tactical or strategic adaptations of the system were maintained or revised. The board and spreadsheet were used as a support for discussion when an adaptation was suggested or challenged.

In W2, implementing the adaptations allows participants to detail their strategy for the location of the herd on the grassland. The specific dates of grazing practices (i.e. start grazing, move the herd, end grazing) are roughly decided based on the indications of grass growth on the forage sticks. Participants used the spreadsheet to precisely set the grazing dates (usually one week before or after the intuited date). The weekly herbage surplus or shortage indicated by the spreadsheet often is used by growers to assess how much grazed area they can allow for hay (if excess of grass) or how much cut area they can move into grazing. The amount of grass excess or shortage at the annual level is used to change the number of animals if the tactical adaptations are not sufficient. Participants also monitor the amount of stocked forage they have during and at the end of the year to check if they need to buy hay during the year (if yes, participants discuss when and how much) or if the final amount of hay is acceptable to start another year. Weather charts are used to evaluate frost, snow and weight-bearing risks at the weekly level.
In W3, the evaluation is performed for each 4-week period (before the future weather is disclosed). Participants test their ideas without formally discussing them. Successful ideas are then discussed to reach an agreement among participants. Unlike the other workshops, the choices are irreversible. At the end of each workshop, participants perform a final evaluation of the designed system and its management. As a conclusion, participants are asked to summarize the decisions and discussions of the workshop as well as to raise challenges induced by the climatic year studied that were not explicitly considered by the spreadsheet.

### 3.2.3 Trustworthiness of the manipulated information

Throughout the entire process, participants discuss the validity of the information represented by the intermediary objects while designing a system: participants ask facilitators how data were collected and produced. Such a validity test is critical to earn the trust of participants about the tool and intermediary objects, the facilitator’s scientific skills and credibility, and the entire method. The more accurate the information, the better. Discredit can be avoided if facilitators are able to locate the source of any error (e.g., lack of information, incorrect model calibration, unit error). Participants test the method’s validity mostly in W1, when the current climatic year is considered. In it, participants can refer to their own references to assess the data represented by the intermediary objects. They can assess the forage sticks by examining the productivity and the seasonality represented (e.g., start of grass growth, grass growth peak, end of grass growth, and, for hay-oriented grasslands, harvest). They can assess the feeding requirement module by looking at (1) the agreement between the number of animals that can be fed and the area and type of grassland that is required to feed them and (2) the herbage surplus after grazing.

### 3.3 Results of the design: suggested changes

For the case study considered, participants designed a system for the current average climatic year by reproducing the general features of a typical system affiliated with the local milk and cheese cooperative, which ensures higher prices for milk provided some conditions are satisfied (no silage, and a minimum period of 120 grazing days): 70 ha of total farming area, 200,000 L of annual milk production from 40 dairy cows producing 5000 L/year, calving spread throughout the year and an age of first calving of 36 months. Land-use characteristics were designed by reproducing the participants’ systems: 100% permanent grasslands, half grazed and half cut or grazed early and then cut. Hay stock at the beginning of the year (1 January) was 120 tons of dry matter, which correspond to 147 feeding days. The herd was divided into two herd subgroups: 40 dairy cows and 30 heifers. Grasslands were divided into six combinations of vegetation type × grazing or cutting management. The diet consisted of hay and grazing. Grazing started at the end of April and ended at the end of November, and full grazing occurred between mid-May and the beginning of November.

To cope with the future average climatic year, participants modified the size, land use, and diet of the system. Adaptations to higher annual production included removing summer pastures (13 ha, i.e. 19% of the total area) and increasing the number of animals (+17 animal units, i.e. +28% of the initial number). Removing summer pastures was seen as decreasing the workload. These changes resulted in an increased stocking rate. Adaptations to changes in grass-growth dynamics included changing grazing management and the diet. Grazing started four weeks earlier and hay was distributed in July and August, whereas full grazing occurred between May and November in the reference system. The end of grazing did not change. Hay stock at the beginning of the year consequently decreased to 114 feeding days (still with 120 tons of dry matter).

In the case of the favorable but challenging climatic year, even though grass was available five weeks earlier than in the future average climatic year, grazing only started one week early because of high rainfall (160 mm/month, implying low weight-bearing capacity, which prevents grazing). A part of the grasslands destined for cutting (7 of 23 ha, i.e. 30% of the cut area) was opened to early grazing (early enough to not remove the inflorescence) to compensate for low grass growth in April. Participants decided to increase the proportion of hay in the diet during May and July to cope with grass shortage during grazing. At the end of the year, the quantity of hay remained the same as the start of the year.
The last workshop aims at adapting to an unfavorable and infrequent climatic year. The earlier start of growth compared to the future average climatic year led to grazing beginning one month earlier. The area of cut grasslands was decreased to increase the grazed area in response to the lower herbage growth from mid-March to mid-May. The lack of grass growth in June required adding hay to the dairy cow diet. In July, August and September, the lack of grass growth led to a diet composed only of hay for the two subgroups on the farm. In addition, it was impossible to graze cut grasslands after they were harvested, since low soil available water impeded growth, unlike during the average year. Participants had to buy 22 feeding days of hay to feed their animals during the final days of the year. This decision was made at the last moment, i.e. when there was no more stocked hay. They would have needed to buy a total of 136 feeding days to reach the same amount of stocked forage as at the end of the future average climatic year.

4 Discussion

4.1 Outputs and outcomes of the method in our case study
The adaptations are specific to grassland-based livestock systems in Aubrac; they experience less exposure to climate change than plain or plateau systems at lower elevations (Sautier et al., 2013b). Summer pastures were removed to adapt to future climate conditions defined by higher spring grass growth. Even though impacts of such changes beyond the farm level were not discussed in the workshops, we expect that they will be substantial. Fewer summer pastures could change the physical environment via spontaneous reforestation of mountainous areas (Sitzia et al., 2010). Major social, economic and cultural impacts are also expected. Summer pastures provide fodder for livestock, promote livestock products with labels of origin, are embedded within cultural events, benefit tourism and shape the local socioeconomic environment (López-Santiago et al., 2014).

Another adaptation the group tested was to increase the number of animals (while decreasing the land area). This increased herd feeding requirements and addressed the increase in forage production. However, it increased the system’s sensitivity to adverse years in the future. Grassland-based systems are especially prone to weather-related fodder shortages. Since shortages impact entire areas, farmers must buy fodder from remote areas at high costs. Participants considered the W3 situation as catastrophic since they had to buy the equivalent of 75% of the hay produced in an average year. They agreed that the situation was acceptable, however, since it was expected to occur only once every ten years. Farmers concluded that they should not have increased the number of animals as much as they did. However, they were concerned about practical implications of oversizing grasslands over animal needs (e.g. How does one maintain areas that are not necessary in average years?). Since the practice is uncommon at the farm level (Nettier et al., 2011), recommendations for managing understocked grassland-based livestock systems are not available.

Regarding tactical adaptations, participants extensively discussed decisions about when to start and end grazing. Currently, models are used before the workshops to construct the forage sticks, and evaluation is based on static balance calculations. This hinders adequate representation of consequences of strategic and tactical choices. For example, since impacts of stocking rate management on grass growth are not considered, the current intermediary objects might overestimate forage availability and thus underestimate the degree of adaptation needed. The method would gain realism and accuracy by representing dietary impacts on milk production, health risks, grazing management (e.g. starting and ending dates, grazing intensity) and grass growth and quality. This would help participants make tactical decisions based on quantitative considerations specific to the case considered. Knowing subsequent fodder costs would also provide useful information. Using simulation models in workshops (Rodríguez et al., 2014) might address this obstacle, but future investigation is needed to find a salient and legitimate way to do so. These models might increase the salience of the design and evaluation process, but they could simultaneously decrease its credibility. Simulation models, which participants do not necessarily perceive as valid, are difficult to understand. Participants struggle to trust such models since they cannot verify whether they are consistent with their knowledge.

The general increase in grass availability for the 2085±15 time horizon and the A1B SRES scenario in the Aubrac region could explain why farmers tested only incremental adaptations. Although structural
and production limitations in dairy systems (e.g. location of the milking parlor, few opportunities for suboptimal feeding) make them less flexible and potentially more sensitive to changes in the environment than beef systems, incremental adaptations were sufficient to address the climate in this situation, and no transformational adaptation was required. Such a positive climate change impact could be experienced in rainy and temperate areas, such as the mountainous Aubrac region, as long as the increasing water deficit does not cause problems. Climate change is accompanied by an increase in atmospheric carbon dioxide concentration and a longer growing season due to higher temperatures, which increases annual grass biomass production (Graux et al., 2013). Since incremental adaptations were sufficient, no transformational adaptations were tested, although they were alluded to in preliminary interviews (e.g. changing breeding practices, establishing irrigation or temporary grasslands). Our method could potentially support design of transformative adaptations in systems more exposed or sensitive to climate change, such as systems at lower elevations and/or that rely on rainfed maize (Ruget et al., 2010). More extensive changes are expected if participants are accustomed to managing non-perennial grasslands and can consider them an option, which opens up a variety of land-use configurations and management alternatives.

The method’s success in fostering learning about climate change, its effects on livestock systems and potential adaptation options depends on participants’ motivation to engage in the process. Since farmers might focus on short-term rather than long-term considerations, such as adaptation to climate change (Faysse et al., 2014), skilled facilitation is needed to maintain the motivation in these participatory-design processes. Facilitators manage group dynamics, ensuring that each participant has an equal opportunity to contribute and discuss design choices, reformulate main points, identify remaining issues and keep the workshops on time. They develop an expertise on factors that increase participants’ involvement, learning and satisfaction. For example, the two facilitators involved in the four case studies reported that participants’ involvement was higher when the farm studied was a typical farm of the area than when it was the farm of one of the participants. They also reported that during the three workshops and for the four case studies, the increased realism of the decision-making environment created new design challenges that stimulated participants’ motivation. Participants were not overly eager to design new systems, but were curious about the extent of local climate change, its influences on forage resources and potential adaptation options to address them. Participants implicitly wanted to test whether their own farming systems were sufficiently robust to address the future climate. This behavior is consistent with their adaptation to pressures, which is based mainly on observation and feedback between actions and consequences (Feola and Binder, 2010). Using an assessment tool during workshops might have encouraged participants to evaluate their current strategies instead of designing and testing new strategies. Farmers seem more inclined to try new options when the participatory design workshop does not use assessment tools (e.g. Willaume et al., 2014). However, the evaluation spreadsheet was essential to differentiate each climatic year and its influence on forage resources and thus on the system’s behavior. The sequential design method was a means to clearly communicate scientific information about climate change that was specific to participants’ situations. Unsurprisingly, the farmers we contacted who did not participate in the workshops (four out of sixteen farmers) were the only climate-change deniers and remained uninterested, even when we presented the method as a way to imagine adaptations to address climate variability.

Participating in the workshops encouraged farmers to discuss the viability of real farming systems in the area under future climate conditions. The group of dairy farmers in Aubrac discussed the need to change quality-label specifications of livestock products to adapt to potentially fewer grazing days. They also discussed multiple consequences of not using summer pastures to both the dairy and beef industries. In the four case studies, the workshops encouraged participants to express their attitudes about risk, for example, through discussions about the need to buy hay, and if so, when and how much. Discussions elicited practical challenges of grazing management, such as managing diet shifts or the quality of pastures (not grazing when the soil is too wet) or hay (hay made after grazing has lower quality and is inadequate for productive animals). The last workshop (W3) was the participants’ favorite because it closely resembled their day-to-day activities. Participants also indicated that understanding the interactive and informative supports and the game rules established in W3 would have not been possible without the two previous workshops.
4.2 Improved salience and credibility of the design process

The method’s well-defined sequences are the keystone that makes it more salient for adapting to climate change than other methods. It simultaneously and explicitly addresses climate change, climate variability and the limited predictability of weather. By definition, the method goes beyond current farming-design methods. Addressing climate change in farming-system design implies imagining systems adapted to climate conditions that have not yet occurred. Consequently, previous experience in managing current systems is of limited use (Rodriguez et al., 2014). Although several methods address one or two of these features, we are not aware of a method that includes all of them together. Participatory and non-participatory methods involving a simulation model address climate variability by simulating the system over several years (e.g. Crimp et al., 2008; De Trincheria et al., 2015; Rodriguez et al., 2014; Ruget et al., 2013). In most design methods, limitations are known in advance and an optimization algorithm generates the most suitable management options based on the model and criteria used. Occasionally, the limited predictability of weather is considered in simulation-based studies by parameterizing a decision module (see Crimp et al., 2008) or when participants choose a management practice based on a probabilistic representation of climate options and its impacts (De Trincheria et al., 2015). These approaches, however, do not include farmers in the decisional aspect of managing the system in the face of the limited predictability of weather.

The sequences are also key for placing participants in realistic management situations involving the limited predictability of weather and climate change in a way that fosters their creativity without overwhelming them with information. This increases the method’s credibility, which is more transparent since participants determine the strategy and operational management of the farming system. In such methods, sufficiently refined temporal and spatial scales need to reflect the stocking rate and diet adjustments necessary to address climate variability. The refined temporal and spatial scales increase credibility because the design context is similar to the conditions farmers encounter each day.

In practice, effective design efforts must balance trade-offs among the salience, credibility, and legitimacy of scientific information or methods, and between the time necessary to conduct the participatory process and the participants’ available time. Guiding the design through sequences of growing complexity increases the method’s salience and credibility for designing adaptations to climate change. It also enables designing solutions that are more robust than those of existing participatory methods, since the system is (1) designed and tested against a sample of future climate variability (three years) instead of the average year used in classic methods and (2) designed at finer temporal and spatial scales, allowing for more accurate evaluation of system viability. This requires additional time because the sequencing requires conducting two additional workshops that must be attended for practical reasons: the three workshops are needed to reach the level of detail required to address climate variability and its low predictability. Increasing the realism of the design process by explicitly representing the spatial organization of plots, considering several successive years or specifying the socio-economic context, as performed by Lamarque et al. (2013), might increase attractiveness of the method. However, a trade-off exists between the sophistication of the design process and an acceptable duration of workshops.

Using three years may not be sufficient to design a system truly adapted to climate variability, since a climate comprises more than three normal climatic years (Sautier et al., 2013a). Participants could collectively choose climatic years before the workshops to maintain transparency of the process, reduce the shortcomings of this simplification and meet participant needs. Group selection would also increase motivation, since it considers participants’ needs and interests.

4.3 Practical and scientific challenges

A fundamental principle underlying FARMORE and Forage Rummy is that rather than asking farmers to adopt ready-made agricultural innovations, research and extension would benefit from providing participatory design methods that allow farmers to develop their own adapted system. Martin (2015) identified challenges to improving Forage Rummy, which mainly entails improving the representation of uncertainty in the materials and computer objects and describing and analyzing research outcomes, such as farmers’ learning. It is difficult to know to what extent FARMORE helps in increasing the adaptive capacity of participants, since this was not the focus of this study. Based on post-workshop surveys, we can say that seven of the twelve farmers reported that the workshops
helped them to better understand climate change and its potential impact on their farms. Five of the seven reported this learning outcome only after W2 or W3, which shows the additional value of having the sequence of three workshops. Eight of the farmers reported that the workshops allowed them to identify possible adaptations in response to climate change. This provides an initial indication that the method helped increase farmers’ awareness of climate change impacts and adaptation options, all of which contribute to adaptive capacity (Arbuckle et al., 2013; Marshall et al., 2013). The next step would be to assess more deeply the method’s ability to improve farmers’ adaptive capacities to climate change by combining interviews, surveys and participant observations to ensure data triangulation (see Sewell et al., 2014).

Based on the four case studies, we identified two additional challenges that have scientific and societal dimensions. The first relates to scaling up the method to expand the community of beneficiaries, while the second concerns the ability of FARMORE to fully integrate mechanisms underlying climate adaptation and mitigation through the provision of ecosystem services. Using FARMORE at a large scale is a major challenge in preparing livestock systems to address climate change. Extension agents have a privileged position for disseminating the method since they are a medium between research and the field. Their cooperation is paramount since climate change must be communicated through existing and functional networks of farmers rather than through climate-specific communication programs (Meinke et al., 2006). Experience with Forage Rummy reveals that extension agents are willing to engage in the method and use it with groups of farmers (30 extension agents have been trained, more than 200 farmers have participated and 60 game boards have been sold) (G Martin, pers. comm.). Similar to Forage Rummy, FARMORE requires a two-day training session for facilitators. It also requires one additional day to conduct two other workshops. Such requirements might prevent extension agents from widely disseminating the method and prevent farmers from participating. FARMORE facilitates farmers’ learning about climate change and its influences on forage resources, and tests adaptations in only three half-days. Several measures can bridge the gap between the facilitators’ workload and the participants’ interest in the game. For example, involving participants in climate-year selection or presenting unexpected behaviors of systems designed in other pedoclimatic contexts can increase motivation at little cost.

A future challenge is to improve other participatory approaches in the spirit of FARMORE, such as by representing impacts of management practices on ecosystem services related to soil dynamics as for example soil quality, biological regulations and the stability of grassland production over several years (Sanderson, 2010). As a consequence, these services can decrease synthetic inputs (Bender et al., 2016). However, the current version of FARMORE is not equipped with appropriate knowledge of soil-related processes. One way to integrate them would be to use soil-sensitive simulation models after participatory workshops. Post-workshop simulations would allow further examination of the consequences of management practices, which cannot occur in the limited time of the workshops. These additional simulation outputs and the potential to thoroughly test new climatic years would improve the creativity in decision making and problem solving. This improvement in the method enriches the reliability and depth of the evaluation process without changing the duration and user-friendliness of the workshop.

5 Conclusions

Designing with FARMORE is one way to iteratively revise a set of needs, limitations, goals and preferences to imagine a new grassland-centered livestock system defined by its material infrastructure (land-use, livestock and equipment configuration) and its intended use (management strategy). The solution is constructed incrementally and improved from one workshop to the next. Creation and selection of solutions is a continuous process in which the designer expands on suggestions and verifies compliance based on needs, limitations, goals and preferences. The designer controls the process and is free to design according to personal taste, style, abilities and beliefs. Designing a system with FARMORE entails developing and refining the formulation of the problem and ideas for a solution with constant iteration of analysis, synthesis and evaluation processes within and between workshops. As new insights occur, the designer may change certain goals and preferences to adopt alternatives, and new limitations may emerge.
The FARMORE method structures the design problem and process by providing intermediary objects familiar to farmers and gradually introducing difficulties via three separate stages of the design process. Its success also stems from the realism of the problem addressed. To provide practical significance to the design, it is essential to place the designer in the context of a concrete problem, with limited ability to predict weather.

To generate salient and credible solutions, the participatory approach recognizes the importance of obtaining different types of knowledge and different perspectives. Scientists contribute through models, principles or prediction and farmers through local expertise and practical know-how. FARMORE helps clarify scientists' role in supporting the design process. Farmers are well aware of the general climate in their area, its variability, and impacts of this variability on forage production. However, their ability to discern long-term trends is more subjective and limited. Therefore, model-based description of seasonal grass growth in various future climate scenarios is essential to determine how management pressure will change and the magnitude of impact requiring adaption. Scientists also have much to learn from farmers with their pertinent observations, experimentation and farming practices. In short, a participatory approach such as FARMORE promotes knowledge exchange rather than knowledge transfer.

FARMORE supports a learning-by-doing approach between workshops. Each workshop introduces new climate conditions and thus efforts to adapt to the climate's challenges. As such, FARMORE could also be used in agricultural education to increase students' awareness of potential impacts of climate change on seasonal productivity and to expose them to holistic thinking and systemic approaches, which are key abilities for addressing complex situations. In either setting, it would be beneficial to study in depth the conditions under which learning is most effective for individuals and the group and whether lessons can be adopted and transferred.

One positive result of applying the method is confirmation that options exist to adapt to climate change, at least one of moderate magnitude. Future research and development initiatives that consider climate variability along with climate change are needed to design robust, salient and credible adaptation options.
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